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Detection efficiency of segmented neutron detector at 200 MeV
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Nucleon-knockout (p, pN) reactions at intermediate
energies (200–300 MeV) provide a powerful probe of
the nature of single particle states (SPSs) in nuclei1).
The goal of our study is to determine the neutron sep-
aration energy with a high resolution of about 500 keV
at full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) via the (p, pn)
reaction. This is technically challenging because a high
position resolution is necessary for neutron detection
which cannot be achieved with a conventional design.

At RIKEN RIBF, we are developing a segmented
neutron detector consisting of 64 scintillating fibers.
Each fiber has dimensions of 3.75 mm (W) × 3.75 mm
(D) × 1 m (H) and has two multi-anode photomulti-
plier tubes (Hamamatsu H7546B) at both ends. Using
this setup, we confirmed that the position resolution
of 3.75 mm in the total width, corresponding to the
fiber size, was actually realized by performing a neu-
tron irradiation experiment at the Cyclotron Radioiso-
tope Center (CYRIC), Tohoku University in November
2012. Furthermore, we determined the neutron detec-
tion efficiencies at 50 and 68 MeV to be 1.6±0.4% and
2.0± 0.5%, respectively2).
For higher neutron energies, we performed another

experiment using neutron beams at 200 MeV at the
Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP), Osaka
University in November 2013. Monoenergetic neu-
tron beams at 199 and 181 MeV were produced from
7Li(p, n) and 12C(p, n) reactions using a proton beam
at 200 MeV. The Li and C targets, each with nat-
ural isotopic abundance, had thicknesses of 0.94 and
2.1 mm, respectively. Neutrons flew in the neutron
time-of-flight (NTOF) tunnel and, were then detected
by the segmented neutron detector placed at a distance
of 50 m from the target position. The intensity of the
proton beam was about 100 nA and the rate of neu-
trons bombarding on the detector was typically 104

particles per second.
A preliminary analysis shows that the detection effi-

ciencies for 181- and 199-MeV neutrons were 2.6±0.4%
and 2.5 ± 0.4%, respectively. The threshold for neu-
tron detection, 4.2 MeV electron equivalent (MeVee)
was applied to the light output information obtained
from the charge amplitude of the dynode signal.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the detection po-
sition, which is defined as the most upstream fiber hit.
When there are several hit fibers at the same depth,
the fiber with largest light output is selected. Here,
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the threshold of each channel was set to 0.5 MeVee.
The distribution was found not to be uniform near the
surface. Along the beam direction, most events were
concentrated on the first plane, and the fibers on the
left and right sides had a larger number of events than
the inner fibers. This enhancement in the number of
events near the surface, which was not observed clearly
in the previous experiment because of the lack of the
uniformity on the threshold of each channel, is still not
understood and is being investigated for details. The
inner array of 6 × 6 fibers had a uniform distribution
within 10%, possibly reflecting the uniformity of the
neutron flux.

The most downstream fibers had a smaller num-
ber of events compared to upstream fibers. For these
fibers, the light output deposit by recoil protons can
be small because the protons go out of the detector
volume within a short distance.

In summary, we are developing the segmented neu-
tron detector with a high position resolution for the
study of SPSs via the (p, pn) reaction. The detection
efficiencies of neutrons at 181 and 199 MeV were de-
termined to be 2.6±0.4% and 2.5±0.4%, respectively.
The distribution of the detection position shows a large
enhancement in the number of events at the surface
which is being analyzed.

We acknowledge the staff at the RCNP for their ef-
forts and support.

Fig. 1. Distribution of detecting positions indicated by the

heights of the 8×8 blocks. The neutron beam travelled

from top left to right bottom.
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Preparation status of the J-PARC E16 experiment : measurement of
vector meson mass in nuclei

S. Yokkaichi∗1 for the J-PARC E16 Collaboration

We have proposed the experiment E161) to measure
the vector meson decays in nuclei in order to investi-
gate the chiral symmetry restoration in dense nuclear
matter. The experiment will be performed at the J-
PARC Hadron Experimental Facility. The proposal
of the experiment was granted scientific (“stage 1”)
approval by the PAC in March 2007. For the full ap-
proval, we need to establish the experimental feasibility
as well as to show the prospects of acquiring sufficient
funds and of beam-line construction. Toward the full
approval, the technical design report is under prepara-
tion for submission to PAC to be held in May 2014.

The mass modification of vector mesons in hot
and/or dense matter is predicted on the basis of the
QCD because of the restoration of the chiral symme-
try in such matter. Mass modifications in matter,
however, due to hadronic many-body effects are also
predicted. The predictions from these two viewpoints
should agree in principle, however, still no clear con-
nections are established between the two thus far.

Many experimental studies, including dilepton in-
variant mass measurements, have been conducted to
approach the problem, and mass modifications in hot
and/or dense matter have been observed. However, the
origin of the modification has not yet been confirmed;
in other words, there is no consensus on the interpre-
tations of the phenomena. Among the experiments,
the experiment KEK-PS E3252), which was conducted
by a collaboration including some of the authors, mea-
sured the e+e− invariant mass spectra in 12-GeV p+A
reactions and reported enhancements on the low mass
sides of ω and ϕ mesons. These enhancements are con-
sistent with the decrease in the mass of vector mesons
predicted using the QCD sum rule. The mass-shape
modification of a narrow resonance, ϕ, can be observed
only in E325.

The aim of the J-PARC E16 experiment is to per-
form a systematic study of the mass modification of
vector mesons, particularly the ϕ meson, in nuclei,
with statistics that are two orders larger in magnitude
than those of the preceding E325 experiment. In other
words, the aim is to accumulate 1 × 105 to 2 × 105

events for each nuclear target (H, C, Cu, and Pb), and
deduce the dependence of the modification on the mat-
ter size and meson momentum, which have never been
measured. Furthermore, the e+e− decays of the ρ, ω,
and J/ψ mesons can be measured at the same time.

For this experiment, we plan to use a 1010-pps, 30-
GeV proton beam in the high-momentum beam line,
which is being constructed at J-PARC. In order to in-
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crease the statistics by a factor of 100, we will construct
a large-acceptance spectrometer that can be operated
under 107 Hz nuclear interactions at the target. In
order to cope with such a high-interaction rate, GEM
has been adopted for constructing new tracking and
PID detectors.

The development of the detectors is underway as
reported elsewhere3–8), funded by a MEXT Grant-in-
Aid9). To summarize, basic studies and beam tests
of the two key detectors, the GEM Tracker3,4) and
HBD5), have been performed. For the former, the re-
quired performance has almost been achieved. The
specification of GEM is fixed and production of GEM
has been underway since 2013. For the latter, stabil-
ity in a high background environment has been con-
firmed6). The GEM specification is also fixed and we
will move to production in 2014. The development of
read-out and trigger modules are on going7). In par-
ticular, for the GEM readout, a CERN-made system
has been tested and adopted8).

Construction of the high-momentum beam line has
been on-going since 2013 by KEK. The first beam will
be delivered by the end of JFY 2015. In spite of the ra-
diation accident at J-PARC in May 2013, the planned
schedule of the spectrometer magnet construction has
not changed. Therefore, it is expected to be completed
in Jan. 2015. After completion of the magnet con-
struction, we can start the installation of the detectors
in the magnet. The target day of the construction is
the planned first beam, Mar. 2016. Due to the bud-
getary limitation, our first goal of the staged construc-
tion plan is to construct one-third of the spectrometer.
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